High-resolution near-infrared speckle interferometry and radiative transfer modeling of the OH/IR star OH 26.5+0.6
Introduction
The vast majority of OH/IR stars are long-period variables (pulsation periods between 500 and ∼2000 d) of variability type Me, similar to long-period Mira stars, exhibiting strong OH maser emission at either 1612 or 1665/1667 Mhz. While nearly all OH/IR stars show a bolometric amplitude of typically ∼ 1 m , a very small fraction varies irregularly with a low amplitude or does not show any detectable variability. OH/IR stars are mostly low and intermediate mass (progenitor masses M ≤ 9 M ), oxygen-rich single stars evolving along the upper part of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). As a consequence of their high mass loss (up to several 10 −4 M /yr), OH/IR stars are usually surrounded by massive, optically and geometrically thick circumstellar envelopes composed of gas and dust. The strong maser emission reveals in nearly all cases a non-rotating CDS, which, in some cases, totally obscures the underlying star. In the common picture of stellar evolution, OH/IR stars are believed to represent an object class following the classical Mira star stage at the very end of the AGB star, which makes them ideal targets to investigate where the transition from the ususally spherical CDS of AGB stars to the mostly axis-symmetric planetary nebulae takes place. OH 26.5+0.6 is a well-studied and, in many respects, an outstanding example for highly evolved and highly dust-enshrouded OH/IR stars. It is one of the brightest OH maser sources, and with F12μm ≈ 360 Jy this object is among the 100 brightest southern IRAS points sources. OH 26.5+0.6 is a long period variable with a period of P = 1559 ± 6.6 d (Suh & Kim 2002 , our study) located at a distance of 1.37 kpc (van Langevelde et al. 1990 ).
Observations
We obtained K-band visibilities of OH 26.5+0.6 from speckle-interferometric observations with the 6 m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) in Russia on October 15, 2003 The data were recorded with our HAWAII speckle camera through interference filters with a center wavelength of 2.125 μm and a bandwidth of 0.214 μm (Ks filter). The visibility function of OH 26.5+0.6, i.e. the modulus of the Fourier transform of its intensity distribution, was derived from the speckle interferograms using the speckle interferometry method (Labeyrie 1970). The reconstructed two-dimensional visibility of OH 26.5+0.6 at 2.125 μm and the visibility profile azimuthally averaged over all angles are shown in Figs. 1a and c, respectively. As Fig. 1c reveals, the azimuthally averaged visibility decreases steadily to values below ∼ 0.35 at spatial frequencies of 10 cycles/arcsec Thus, the CDS is almost fully resolved, and the contribution of the unresolved component to the monochromatic flux at λ = 2.125 μm is less than ∼ 35 %, indicating a rather large optical depth at this wavelength. Stimulated by the ongoing debate about the possible asymmetry of the CDS of OH 26.5+0.6 (see Chesneau et al. 2005 for a discussion), we carefully checked our data for such asymmetries. We looked for possible intrinsic asymmetries by comparing radial cuts of the 2D visibility calculated from an average over 4 different position angle segments, each covering 45 • , as indicated in Fig. 1a . The resulting visibility cuts are displayed in Fig. 1b . In this figure, for the sake of clarity error bars are shown only for one of the four curves. As the figure illustrates, within the error bars there is very good agreement among all 4 averaged visibility curves. Therefore, given the accuracy and resolution of our visibility measurement, we conclude that in the K band the CDS of OH 26.5+0.6 appears spherically symmetric in accordance with OH maser maps. Based on our data, the K-band diameter ratio between major and minor axis deviates from unity by less than 2 %. From an analysis of K-band spectro-photometric data we found a pulsation period of 1560 d for OH 26.5+0.6 in accordance with Suh & Kim (2002) . From our lightcurve fit (see Fig. 2 ), we derived a phase ΦSAO = 0.13 for our K-band observation. (1993) correspond to maximum phase. Using these data a maximum phase, we constructed a maximum envelope (dashed line), from which we derived F max bol = 7.15 ± 0.35 · 10 −10 W/m 2 ≈ 4 · F ISO bol = F min bol = 1.78 ± 0.10 · 10 −10 W/m 2 .
Radiative Transfer Modeling
We used the 1-D radiative transfer code DUSTY (Ivezic & Elitzur 1997) to simultaneously model the K-band visibility and the SED of OH 26.5+0.6 measured at different epochs to determine the temporal change of some physical parameters of the CDS. The results for our final quasi-time-dependent radiative transfer model are visualized and summarized in Fig. 3 and Tab. 1, respectively. As the lower panels in Fig. 3 illustrate, our final model is able to fairly reproduce the SED for different phases as well as our K-band visibility measurement. In this model, the dust density profile has been calculated from a radiatively driven wind approach. No superwind phase had to be assumed to find a good match with the observations. The optical properties of the silicate dust grains have been taken from Suh (1999) , and the grain size distribution follows the description of Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck (1977) with a power index of 3.5.
According to our final model, the bolometric flux of OH 26.5+0.6 varies by ∼ a factor of 4 between minimum and maximum phase. Due to its variability the temperature of the central source increases by ∼ 1000 K from minimum to maximum phase while the stellar radius decreases by ∼ 100R . Correspondingly, the inner dust shell boundary moves by a factor of ∼ 2.4. optical depth in the 10 μm regime drops by a factor of ∼ 2. 
